Comparative mutagenicity testing of a drug candidate, U-48753E: mechanism of induction of gene mutations in mammalian cells and quantitation of potential hazard.
U-48753E is a potential human drug which was subjected to a battery of short-term assays for genetic activity. The compound was negative in the Salmonella (Ames) test, the in vitro UDS assay, the mouse bone-marrow micronucleus test and the Drosophila sex-linked recessive lethal assay. However, it was weakly positive in the CHO/HPRT assay in the presence of metabolic activation (S9). The weak positive response might easily have been labeled artifactual since there was no dose response and the dose level producing positive findings varied from experiment to experiment. In addition, the weak positive response was not confirmed in V79 cells. However, a reproducible dose-related increase in mutants was observed in the AS52/XPRT assay in the presence of S9. Metabolism of this drug proceeds through conversion of aliphatic N-methyl groups to formaldehyde. Addition of formaldehyde dehydrogenase to the S9 resulted in elimination of the mutagenicity of the compound in AS52 cells. Thus, the mutants were probably induced by formaldehyde. From the endogenous levels of formaldehyde in human blood, and the limiting potential therapeutic dose levels, the genotoxic hazard associated with U-48753E is marginal. This assessment of risk and its quantitation depend upon an understanding metabolism and exposure limits imposed by known side effects of the drug. This study can serve as a model for quantitative genetic risk assessment when mutagenicity is due to N-demethylation and formation of formaldehyde in situ.